Flotation is a process with nonlinear, large lag, strong coupling and other characteristics, concentrate grade is an important economic index to test the flotation production process, and it is difficult to establish accurate mathematical model, accurate prediction of concentrate grade is needed, which is of great significance to the quality prediction of flotation process.Support vector machine regression prediction was used as basic model, and modified basic artificial fish swarm algorithm(AFSA) was used to optimize parameters about the model, and GAFSA-SVM model was established to predict flotation concentrate grade.The initial value, crowding factor and visual field of the AFSA are improved, and the elimination mechanism is added.By simulating the historical data, the improved gafsa-svm model can predict the flotation concentrate grade well, effectively improve the prediction accuracy and speed of concentrate grade, and meet the requirements of field practice.
Introduce the Support Vector Machine Regression(SVR)
SVM can be well applied to the regression estimation problem, and retains all the characteristics of the maximum interval algorithm: the nonlinear function can be obtained by the linear learner in the kernel eigenspace, and the capacity of the system is controlled by parameters unrelated to the dimension of the eigenspace. Like the classification algorithm, the learning algorithm minimizes a convex function and has sparse solutions.
There is a data sample (x1,y1), (x2,y2),..., (xn,yn),Then its regression function is expressed as:
f(x)=w x+b (1) Considering the allowable error, the above equation becomes, when relaxation factors i  : Carry out even transformation on equation (2) to get:
As with SVM in pattern recognition, only a small part of * i i and   here is not 0, and the samples corresponding to them are support vector machines, which are generally samples at the locations where the function changes dramatically [6] .For the regression of nonlinear problems, the nonlinear transformation converted into a linear problem that is in high-dimensional space, and then K(xi, x) can be used to replace the inner product operation in (regression function), so that the regression function becomes:
The parameters about SVM are of great significance to their learning ability and generalization ability, how to optimize the parameters of SVM is an important problem. For radial basis kernel function of SVM, the main parameters have penalty factor C and nuclear G, penalty factor C is adjust the proportion of incredible range and empirical risk, can change the penalty factor in the generalization ability of the model and make a trade-off between misclassification rate and parameter G mainly affect the complex degree of sample data in feature space [7] .
Introduce the Artificial Fish Swarm Algorithm
AFSA is a bottom-up optimization mode, which solves problems through the interaction of fish swarm in the environment. Set the state for the current artificial fish and then select a position within its vision. If the food concentration is greater than the food of current state, it will move in its direction. Conversely, reselect the state and then to determine if it is satisfied.
The variables in the AFSA are: artificial fish's total number N, the current state of the individual artificial fish X= (x1,x2... , xn)(where xi (i=1,2... , n) ), the largest Step of artificial fish swarm movement, artificial fish Visual field, try_ number, crowding factor , rand() is a random number.
Then its basic behavior describes [8] :
(1)Foraging behavior:
Improve Artificial Fish Stocks
For the studying of the standard AFSA, it is found that artificial fish swarm algorithm has the disadvantages of low search accuracy and slow speed in later period of convergence. However, reason leading to this new town is that the AFSA and step size are fixed values, which directly determine the search scope, search speed and accuracy of the artificial fish algorithm. By this way [9] the later of convergence stage about the algorithm, the artificial fish will gather around the optimal extreme point, at this time, if the size of step for the algorithm is large, the artificial fish will wander around the optimal solution and cannot accurately approximate the optimal solution. If the step size is small, it will affect the convergence speed of the AFSA, and then the artificial fish will search near the local extreme point instead of finding the global extreme point. Therefore, the step size and visual field are improved of the basic AFSA, the performance of the algorithm can be effectively improved [10] . Improve In the clustering behavior, rear-end behavior and foraging behavior of the AFSA, two different artificial fish horizons were set in the three behaviors. The visual field of rear-end behavior and clustering behavior and is assigned to a larger value, which is called visual1. The distance between the artificial fish and the nearest artificial fish is defined as visual field of foraging behavior, which is called visual2. This setting can not only ensure the convergence speed, but also ensure algorithm's accuracy. In this step size, set a variation coefficient (0 1), then *visual2 will be used as the step size of AFSA, so that the step size and field of vision of artificial fish swarm can be improved. Also added obsolescence for the AFSA, for improving the convergence speed, after the iteration algorithm to 1/2 number, carries on the comparison to the objective function value,if higher than a value, then eliminate the artificial fish and release the possession of the space, the number of the artificial fish into N -1, thus reducing the computational complexity of artificial fish.
AFSA does not require a high initial value, but if the artificial fish swarm has an appropriate initial value, then the convergence speed of the algorithm will be accelerated. Therefore, we can adopt uniform fish swarm initialization method. Uniform initial value method can cover the global optimal extreme point and improve the speed of convergence.
Crowding factor  is to avoid artificial fish falling into local extreme points due to overcrowding, but it also makes artificial fish unable to approach the extreme points in the field of optimal extreme points. Too much crowding factor will affect the clustering behavior of artificial fish, as well as the convergence speed and accuracy. If the crowding factor is too small, the global performance of the algorithm will be affected [11] .In the literature, by the author to crowded degree of factor analysis and verification, we can understand its mechanism of action, so, in this article can ignore the crowded degree factor, so that we can reduce complexity of algorithm can also ensure accuracy of convergence speed, and ability of global optimization [12] . In the following experimental data, the time performance of the standard AFSA and the improved AFSA algorithm is compared. In the simulation experiment, the function with the maximum solution is selected as the standard function. In the experiment, the basic parameters are set uniformly, at the same time, different algorithms are selected to test the same standard function. As can be seen from the figure, compared with the other three algorithms, the improved AFSA has better convergence accuracy and speed.
Analysis of Experimental Results

Data Normalization Processing
In the process of flotation, for on-site data and data, most of them seek for laws through statistical principles and establish learning models to predict future data or some data that cannot be observed. Some data with time series are converted into fitting models with time as independent variable and results as dependent variable for learning and prediction. Because some data do not have direct linear relationship and time variation is relatively small, sometimes it is not ideal to conduct data fitting and merging directly.
Starting from the idea of statistics, the dependent variables and independent variables of data can be normalized to the interval that is conducive to the research, so as to improve the generalization ability. ,min (x) is minimum of x,max(x) is maximum of x; R and Rn are represented as 1 and n dimensional sets of real Numbers [13] .
SVM Model Parameter Setting
Establish a regression model for SVM and select radial basis kernel function:
, as the kernel function of the regression model, SVM is of the type of SVR, and its loss function value is set as 0.01, and the penalty factor C is set as 1-100. The range of nuclear parameter G is 0.0001~1.The number of artificial fish swarm algorithm: N=50, the maximum number of iterations: number =200, visual field Visual1=10, change coefficient α=0.2, moving Step= α *Visual1. 
SVM Model Regression Result Prediction and Error Analysis
Conclusion
In this article, using SVR as a model, and the AFSA was improved, the improved AFSA has better convergence speed, convergence precision and the overall situation, through the improved artificial fish algorithm of support vector machine (SVM) punishment factor and kernel parameter optimization, and applies the model in mining flotation concentrate grade prediction, the concentrate grade prediction through the historical data, we can see from the simulation results, the optimization model has better prediction precision, able to accurately forecast concentrate grade, prove the validity of the model and practical guiding significance.
